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Jonathan Edwards' Experimental Calvinism:
Pastors Learning Revival Harmony of Theology and
Experience from a Leader in the Great Awakening

Robert D. Smart

onathan Edwards, concerned over the degradation and
polarization of a beautiful harmony between Calvinistic
theology and revival experience-between reformation and
revival-became a pastoral leader and mediator who sought
to maintain the revival harmony of these two treasured ideals
during the Great Awakening. Character defects and defective
revival experiences in New England's predominantly Calvinistic congregations increasingly reflected a disproportioned 1
Calvinism. One defect involved having much discovery of
God's love and grace without a proportionate discovery of his
awful majesty and holiness, which tends to lead to pride and
presumption. The other was that having discovered God's
holy majesty, without a proportionate discovery of his love
and grace, tends to unbelief and oppression. 2 Edwards' revival
leadership, expressed in his published narratives and sermons
on revival-experience, countered this polarization with an .
apologetic display of experimental delight in God's Excellencies, "tempered together" and "duly proportioned one to
another. Herein, we may discover the Edwardsean genius of
Experimental Calvinism offering today's pastors and congregation wisdom and guidance. Imagine an army of Calvinistic
pastors leading many into proportional discoveries of God's
Excellencies in an experimental manner!
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WHAT IS EDWARDS' EXPERIMENTAL CALVINISM?
liThe Right Path in the Middle"
Experimental Calvinism combines two beautiful Edwardsean emphases, which he held together in dialectic and existential tension. These two beautiful emphases are Reformation
theology and revival experience, both of which magnify the
symmetry between the Word and the Spirit-between knowing
God and experiencing God. The spiritual battle for pastors is to
consistently magnify both emphases in unity, to take what
Edwards calls "the right path in the middle." "Satan leads both
far out of the right way," wrote the revival leader with great
concern, "driving each to great extremes, one on the right
hand, and the other on the left, till the right path in the middle
is almost wholly neglected. "3By taking the middle path,
Edwards was not advocating a compromise between two competing viewpoints. Rather, Edwards was convinced that these
two emphases would only be rightly comprehended when
held together in harmony. Therefore, the concept of "experimental Calvinism" can take the pastor down the "path in the
middle," enabling him to avoid Satan's attempts to keep the
right and middle path from being "almost wholly neglected."
The term "experimental" both commends and describes
the Calvinistic interest that Edwards pursued along with others. After hearing Gilbert Tenant, for example, George Whitefield stated:
I have never before heard such a sermon. He convinced me
more and more that we can preach the Gospel no further than
we have experienced the power of it in our own hearts. [H}e has
learned experimentally to dissect the heart of natural man. 4
(Emphasis added)

Thus, as Geoffrey F. Nuttall asserts, the Puritan "interest is
primarily not dogmatic-at least not in any theoretic senseit is experimental."5 If any Puritan should be selected to represent this experimental interest among the Calvinists, it would
surely be fair to choose Jonathan Edwards. Dr. Martin Lloyd-
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Jones said of Edwards, "He knew more about experimental
religion than most men. It is essentially experimental, essentially practical. He was pre-eminently the theologian of
Revival, the theologian of experience, or as some have put it
'the theologian of the heart'. "6
It is important to understand, however, that "Experimental" not only commends and describes the Calvinistic interest
Edwards pursued, but also the Calvinistic heritage Edwards
honored. The term, "experimental," was a term Edwards' generation drew from historical Calvinism. It is the theologia pectoris of Augustine. "Experimental" comes from the Latin word
experimentum, which is derived from a verb meaning "try, testing, proving, or putting to the test." Calvin used experiential
(experientia) and experimental (experimentum) interchangeably. 7 "Experimental" was often used by Edwards' peers to distinguish "vital religion" from the Enlightenment's deadening
and dwarfing influence upon the Reformation's sons and
daughters. Calvin wrote of a "sense of sweetness" (sensus
suavitatis), that is, the saints new and immediate sensibilities
to delight in God by the Spirit and the Word. 8 The constant
use of "sense" and "sweetness" through Edwards' writings is
evidence for the apt terminology: Experimental Calvinism.
Calvinists may object to my use of experimental together
with Calvinism since true Calvinism is experimental in
nature. Let me, therefore, have Edwards speak to this by the
use of two quotations. Pondering the purpose and usefulness
of doctrine, he ruminated in his early "Miscellanies" notebooks, "I know by experience how useful these doctrines be
... the knowledge of which I have experienced how much it
contributes to the betterment of my heart."9 Years later, he
responded to Charles Chauncey's revival criticisms, "Spiritual
experience and sound theology go together. Accordingly, the
Reformers, and the Puritans after them, had attributed opposition to the doctrines of grace as evidence of spiritual ignorance."IO Experimental both commends and describes the
Calvinistic interest and heritage Edwards pursued and honored as a revival leader clarifying genuine Christian experience against both revival criticism and enthusiasm.
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The term Calvinism is used to describe Edwards because it
was his "delightful conviction." Edwards was opposed to
Arminianism as "a threatening noise" in New England that
would hinder gospel blessings. 11 "I think I have found," wrote
Edwards, "that no discourses have been more remarkably
blessed, than those in which the doctrine of God's absolute sovereignty, with regard to the salvation of sinners."12 One clear
evidence and expression of Edwards' experimental Calvinism
comes from his "Memoirs:"
From my childhood up, my mind has been full of objections
against the doctrine of God's sovereignty in choosing whom he
would to eternal life, and rejecting whom he pleased; Leaving
them eternally to perish, and be everlastingly tormented in hell.
It used to appear like a horrible doctrine to me.... But I have
often, since that first conviction, had quite another kind of the
sense of God's sovereignty than I had then. I have often since
had not only a conviction, but a delightful conviction. The doctrine has very often appeared exceedingly pleasant, bright, and
sweet. Absolute sovereignty is what I love to ascribe to God. But
my first conviction was not SO.13
Having given an explanation, let us now turn our attention to see how Edwards illustrated experimental Calvinism
from his life and ministry as a pastor.
HOW DID EDWARDS ILLUSTRATE
EXPERIMENTAL CALVINISM?
The following three observations of Edwards will lend
themselves to three applications for pastors to put into practice for themselves. Edwards demonstrates an immediate
acquaintance with God; Edwards practiced solitude to cultivate an inward, sweet sense of God. And he treasured narrating and interpreting life.
First, notice that the pastor has an immediate acquaintance
with God. Edwards does not let the experimental Calvinism
of other theologians, authors, and mentors substitute for his
own immediate discoveries of God. For example, when seeking God for humility, he wrote:
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I have greatly longed of late, for a broken heart, and to lie low
before God. And when I ask for humility of God, I can't bear
the thoughts of being no more humble than other Christians. It
seems to me, that though their degrees of humility may be suitable for them; yet it would be a vile self-exaltation in me, not to
be the lowest in humility of all mankind .... 'Tis an expression
that has long been natural for me to use in prayer to God. I
ought to lie infinitely low before God. 14
Edwards carefully listened to others, paying careful attention to their words while expressing a prayer for his own
humility. Experimental Calvinism precludes not only defective
experience, but also experimental agnosticism. In his contemplation of Christ Edwards speaks of an experiential knowledge
of Christ. While contemplating Christ and the divine glory, he
found "a calm, sweet abstraction of soul from all the concerns
o[ f] this world; and a kind of vision, or fIxed ideas and imaginations, of being alone in the mountains, or some solitary
wilderness, far from all mankind, sweetly conversing with
Christ, and wrapt and swallowed up in God."ls Since Edwards'
experimental Calvinism was immediate, it gave him that
"sweet sense" Calvin wrote about. And a pastor ministering
with a sweet sense of God is useful to his congregation. Does
an inward, sweet sense of God ever grow lesser or greater in
degree? Edwards believed it did. 16 If so, what did Edwards do to
cultivate greater measures of this inward, sweet sense of God?
.Second, Edwards practiced solitude to cultivate an inward,
sweet sense of God. This does not imply that his mystical-like
experiences shaped his theology. Rather his Calvinism shaped
his spiritual delight, inward feel, and affections.l7 After conversing with his father, Timothy Edwards, about a recent
"vision" of Christ, the young Edwards retreated to a solitary.
place to cultivate his sense of God. Edwards recalls:
As I was walking there, and looked up on the sky and clouds;
there came into my mind, a sweet sense of the glorious majesty
and grace of God, that I know not how to express. I seemed to
see them both in sweet conjunction: majesty and meekness
joined together: it was a sweet and gentle, and holy majesty;
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and also a majestic meekness; an awful sweetness; a high, and
great, and holy gentleness.... Felt the doctrines of election, free
grace, and our not being able to do anything without the grace
ofGod. 18
Notice that Edwards' contemplative joys and ineffable
experiences came from a unitary revelation of God from both
the language of creation and the words of Scripture. Like the
Psalmist, Edwards could say, "The heavens declare the glory of
God; the statutes of the Lord are right, bringing joy to the
heart" (Psalm 19: 1, 8). It seems that his immediate Calvinism
gave him such a satisfying, inward and sweet sense of God
that he made it a priority to cultivate this sense by practicing
solitude. [I would], wrote Edwards, "spend abundance of my
time, in walking alone in the woods, and solitary places, for
meditation, soliloquy and prayer, and converse with God."19
What did he do besides contemplate, converse, and sing to
God? It is evident from his writings that he spent much of this
time in solitude getting an immediate and cultivated sense of
God and writing out of this context.
Third, Edwards treasured narrating and interpreting his
life. His interpretive lens was Calvinism: God is sovereign and
actively involved in all of life and history through his works of
providence. His "Personal Narrative" was an interpretive story
of God's active and sovereign involvement in his life, which
was incorporated within the larger, history of redemption. W.
Clark Gilpin wrote in a recent article, "The spiritual disciplines of solitude were Edwards's method for halting the flow,
looking backward to discern the plot of his life and forwards
to imagine the shape of its end. "20 Discursive memory looked
for redemptive themes that laced together twenty-five years of
experimental Calvinism that grew more knowledgeable with
time and experience. "My experience," wrote Edwards, "had
not then [boyhood] taught me, as it has done since."2l
Edwards illustratesexperimental Calvinism for pastors in particularly interpreting providence in narrative genre, which was
a treasured effort to narrate his life, the life of his church life
in revival, and in the flow of redemptive history.
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In these three ways Edwards illustrates how pastors today
can express experimental Calvinism. How may pastors be
characterized by this kind of experimental Calvinism?

HOW CAN MODERN PASTORS APPLY JONATHAN
EDWARDS' EXPERIMENTAL CALVINISM?
Pastors can best apply Edwards' experimental Calvinism
in three ways. Pastors will profit best from Edwards' genius by
making it first hand, by cultivating a sweet sense of God
through solitude, and by narrating their own personal stories.
First, seek immediate and proportioned discoveries of
God. In this way you will avoid the loss of letting Edwards'
discoveries be a substitute for your own. Pastors who do not
seek God directly are not experimental, thus not Edwardsean in
the sense that I am using this term. "When persons see a thing
with their own eyes," wrote Edwards, "it gives them the greatest certainty they can have of it, greater than they can have by
any information of others."22 Archibald Alexander, an admirer of Edwards' writings, advised his Princeton hearers: "Search
for truth without a slavish regard for human authority. "23 We
may gain wonderful truths of God indirectly, but we only discover our sweetest experiences of God immediately.
Second, practice solitude in order to cultivate an inward,
sweet delight in God. Find some outdoor "solitary places" to
"spend an abundance of your time" singing to, conversing
with, and contemplating God. It is foolish for us to think that
we will commend to our hearers any sweet, inward sense of
God's Excellencies without ever cultivating the same in solitary places. Practicing solitude will cultivate an inward, sweet
delight in God. This is the sense of God Edwards' practice of
solitude cultivate:
Once, as I rode out into the woods for my health, in 1737, having alighted from my horse in a retired place, as my manner
commonly has been, to walk for divine contemplation and
prayer, I had a view, that for me was extraordinary, of the glory
of the Son of God .... The person of Christ appeared ineffably
excellent, with an Excellency great enough to swallow up all
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thought and conception-which continued, as near as I can
judge, about an hour; which kept me the greater part of the
time in a flood of tears, and weeping aloud. 24

One of the best discoveries a pastor may ever make in
solitude is that his solitude suffers from experimental agnosticism. When he gets alone with God he discovers he has been
living "a life on the side," a life void of singing to Christ and
walking with God outside of public, pastoral functions. He
discovers what philosophers call ontological levity and lightness, which means there is no weight of glory or substance to
his life outside of a well-crafted offering of the public functions others affirm him doing as a pastor. Practicing solitude
with God, will cultivate the inward, sweet delight in him we
were made to enjoy.
Third, write your own "Personal and Faithful Narratives."
Start interpreting your Christian experience and pilgrimage
through the lens of divine providence. 25 Learn to love narrating not only your important part in redemptive history, but
also learn to love the Sovereign Author of salvation whose
invisible Hand of providence applies it. We are living in a culture that is in search of meaning, context, and the metanarrative, all for the purpose of finding meaning for life. Narrative
is plainly the Holy Spirit's literary genre of choice for the
majority of the Bible. It is his way of giving a proper prominence to human lives in providence, and his irreducible way
to express Christian experience and identity. Experimental
Calvinism is bound to give expression to this transcendental
genre because of the inescapable nature of expressing and
interpreting Christian experience. This may be the reason why
the Puritans favored the conversion narratives for reception
into church membership. Could this be why Edwards's Life of
Brainerd continues to be so well cherished? Scholars tend to
agree, after a century of Edwardsean scholarship, that
Edwards' narratives shaped his generation's interpretation of
revival and Christian experience through a Calvinistic lens. 26
Edwards offers a lasting legacy for new generations of
pastors desiring experimental Calvinism 250 years later. The
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reason for this may be because he spent "much abundance"
in solitary places, not just writing out his sermons and publishing them, but writing interpretive narratives of his pastoral experiences amidst providential seasons of drought and
revival. "What the Narrative provided," wrote Chris Armstrong, "to the dynamic but scattered transatlantic revival of
the mid-1700s was a pattern .... The Faithful Narrative was not
merely an inspirational account, but a complete map, guidebook, and how-to manual covering the preparation, onset,
maintenance, regulation, dangers, and effects of revival-all,
of course, with the understanding that the work of conversion
was finally God's alone. "27
Edwards' experimental Calvinism invites today's pastor
to acquire first hand such inward, sweet senses of God, which
are cultivated by practicing solitude and writing personalexperience narratives permeated with fresh discoveries of
God. Edwardsean pastors may use different tools, like cars
and post-its instead of horses and scraps of paper, but we
share the same Lord of creation and redemption. When out
riding, Edwards would scribble his thoughts on scraps of
paper as they struck him, then pin them to his coat. One early
biographer of Edwards narrated a memorable moment when
Edwards arrived at his door after a fruitful trip, with his black
coat a checkerboard. Pastors, what will you do with your time
as an experimental Calvinist? Let's be on the watch for an
army of pastors showing up places covered with post-its!
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